Abstract Mechanical Engineering is probably the forerunner of many branches of Engineering and has persistently been their companion up to the present. For this reason, the History of Machines embraces a very broad period of the History of Mankind, and can be studied from many perspectives. This paper attempts to link progress in Mechanical Engineering to the great cultures that have arisen throughout the History of Mankind. This paper begins with the anonymous mechanical developments that appeared in Prehistory and opened up the way to the first civilisations, marked to a large extent, maybe, by Greco-Roman culture in Europe and by China in Asia. After them came the Islamic world, which, in the Middle Ages stimulated society to find new mechanical devices and set the foundations that would lead to the Renaissance.
Introduction
The History of Mankind is also the History of Technology. Any culture moves forward at a rhythm imposed by its technology. Scientific knowledge itself requires a pre-existing technological substratum in order to move forward. Political and military affairs are also underpinned by technological development. Economic history goes hand in hand with the technological development, products and transport that make trade possible. On both a large and small scale, Engineering takes advantage of the existing technology of every period and makes it tangible. Engineering makes technological knowledge a reality and places it at the service of society by creating useful objects.
Mechanical Engineering is, together with Architecture, Civil and Military Engineering, the forerunner of newer types of engineering, which means the History of Machines embraces a very extensive period of the History of Mankind, all of which makes compiling a Machine Compendium extremely difficult. An eight section framework has been chosen, each section of which more or less corresponds to historical periods focused on large cultural areas; this inevitably leads to time overlaps. Each period receives a cultural inheritance from the previous ones and each culture receives cultural influences from other cultural areas, but the overall result is a compendium that presents a reasonably coherent sketch of the global development of the human race. This point of view has been dealt with in the book entitled "A Brief Illustrated History of Machines" [1] published by the authors, where the contents and chapters are set out in this paper are dealt with in more detail.
In general, a whole range of Prehistoric devices exist under the chapter name of "Anonymous Developments", whose inventors, for many reasons, are unknown to us. The Neolithic revolution also has a part in the anonymous development of machinery.
Looking at historical epochs, the great Mesopotamian river cultures, of southeast Asia or the Chinese plains, developed mechanical devices after they had discovered the written word. The Chinese cultural area that spread from the Ancient
